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Jet afs-1000b filter size

Sign in or Create Account Basket 0 』 Commercial/ResidentialOrtate Size12-in x 24-in x 1-inCommon Thickness (Inches)1Inches 1Air Filter LongEvity (Months)0Filter Efficiency (Percentage)0 For use with Jet AFS-1000B Air Filtration System. (1) Jet AFS-1000B More Info Brand Jet Weight
1.880000 Compatibility Jet AFS-1000B Type Coal Exterior, Washable Outer has a small shop in my walkout basement and even spare filters for working fans I couldn't keep down the dust. The ceiling next to the longest wall in my shop, about a third of the end and about 6 from the wall. It
doesn't have a big job filtering air and dust removal. I wish I'd had it sooner. I have a shop in the basement and dust is a big problem. I gave the shop a complete cleaning and installed Jet Air Filtration System. It's going to take two to hang, very little noise. I was minimal in the final stages of
a project and a lot of powder sanding. I wish I'd bought it earlier... I have a dust collector, but I still have a lot of fine particles that have been overlooked. The AFS-1000 picks up where the dust collection unit left off. The low speed is very quiet, and slowly begins, really nice for a unit
hanging from the ceiling. This assembly comes with hardware for both types, BUT NO CHAINS. Including batteries, Jet even contains two pieces of velllyrt sticks far away somewhere! Remote control does this to open/close part of the cake. The LEDs in the unit are large, so it is easy to see
what the settings are (Speed: low, medium, high and Duration: 2, 4, 8 hours). A good air volume processing range: 500 to 1000 CFM (changes air volume 10 times per hour in three garage areas). It helps circulate the air. The unit is heavy and cumbersome for a person to load -- best hung
by two people. Eye bolts at the top of the box are located in the centers of 24 and 16 to hang from the ceiling beams. The common size external filter (12 X 24) can be found in any home improvement store. The AFS-1000B arrived immediately, is in good condition and works exactly as
advertised. Easy to install. Clear, simple instructions. There is a Jet Lathe how familiar the quality of the products is. Hopefully install it and put it to work soon. Strong fan movement is quite quiet for the amount of air. My 20x30 small wood shop cleans good air. Here's the hard part... 60-kilo
+, all alone up to this ceiling, probably not heavy. I understood this myself by arranging a bunch of bungee cables from ceiling hooks, then swallowing boxes with about 3-6 hands at a time and reorganting and lifting bungees up to 6 bungees that were hooked up to the ceiling, and then tied it
with ornamental connection chains. The only problem: including mounting cycles ceiling beams are not the same gap, so there are chains An angle. Since the engine is not centrally located inside the box, the center of gravity is not half the time of the loops, so it is difficult to hang it, but in
general, this is not a big deal. It would be perfect if it was a Delta 3 speed indicator dial. OH, and the remote control seems to work from any direction; No line-of-sight seems to be infrared, or at least any radio frequency I have ever used as well as work as well. Love it! I wish I could have
been installed a year ago! I really looked into it. Jet Customer Service was very reasstient to answer all my questions before buying woodcraft as it was for people. This fan came packed very carefully with foam inserts inside to protect the body. Quiet works great and my standard
fluorescent lights have no problems with the remote control which is installed on the same circuit. I was worried about it because of other people's comments and I just decided to add another circuit as I really wanted to do something about the dust. The line of sight problem with the remote



control either doesn't bother me I just keep remotely on my bench already close to the unit. If you have two people and a couple of six-foot stairs it is not bad to install one. We put the unit on top of the stairs with two small hydraulic jacks and 2x blocks, jacked it and I held it up to the ceiling
up to the 2x beam and blocking screw. The unit is well built and I recommend it. I hung the Jet Unit from the ceiling of my shop, the air hosed saw dust and kiri from the shelves, allowing the unit to run for two hours, and my shop is clean. My wife said my shop smelled cleaner. I highly
recommend this unit to any body. I use the air filt filtering system in my shop in Bodrum. I had it loaded for about a week and noticed a significant reduction in dust throughout my basement if the sawdust finishes yours and ruins the lungs, this is a tool for you! I only installed it about a week
ago, but so far the Jet air filtration unit seems to be very effective when doing its job. One drawback is that the remote control does not work continuously, so sometimes the unit itself (my 18 x 18 ft shop-in-the-making is mounted on the ceiling to avoid taking precious wallspace) you need to
get up on a stool to push the controls on it. It just does what I expect. This air purifier jet does not have a big job keeping dust away from the shop along with the dust collection system. I saw it in a magazine, FWW, I think. He won the election. After mixing it with my air hose, it cleans the air
of dust particles very quickly. My only complaint is that what they provide may have provided better assembly equipment because it was difficult for me to do it alone. If you are assembling, get someone to help you assemble Ceiling. It cleans the air in my little shop. The purchase is
satisfied. It hasn't been long enough to determine efficiency yet. It looks solid and well done. Note Remote 3 runtime intervals provide 1hr,2hr and 3 hours. The workshop does not contain instructions as unit placement, but this can be found online. It would take two to hang from the ceiling,
but with a skill I've accomplished on my own. I wouldn't recommend it, though. I'm not compared to other models so this is my first air filter. I found this unit quieter than I expected. The fan is strong and provides a nice breeze in the shop. I can see the fine powder heading towards its intake,
so I know it works. It's a bit strange to hang on the ceiling but I managed to do it alone - I wouldn't recommend a similar strategy but you can do it. The remote control doesn't have a wide range, in fact, I have to go around and point it at the back of the unit or it doesn't work. I just tend to use
the back buttons that I have at 6.5' from the place of unit b/c. I recommend this unit. After three weeks of trusting and heavy use of Jet products, this unit seems to fall in line with the quality of my own jet vehicles. Every time I dusted the shelves in my workshop, most of them filled back. AFS
catches this most when I'm cleaning the shop. When I run it while it is running, the dust in the air and surfaces is significantly reduced. Note: Get a friend to help Monte. That's 20 pounds of dead weight. I saw my table above I don't have an excellent job in my workshop. The remote control
is a very positive function for this unit. This unit is much quieter than my other brand in the shop. This is hanging from the ceiling to be out of my way and still wandering and mostly airborne sawdust air is clean. Separate wall key to the unit. When you're ready to use, turn it on with the
supplied remote control stored in the unit with velcro for safe storage. The real test will come in winter when the overhead door is closed. I don't see any problems with a few fan speeds. This unit tried very noisy time which will tell you whether the holes are not outside 15 inches but 16 types
of werid but still really work. Fine wood conducted a review with a few of these units, and this was the highest score. Make sure there is a high ceiling or a real good spot for fine sawdust airs in this minute. Well built unit with quite enough hanging hardware. To remove filters easily when the
time comes. Including selective timer setting and a good feature to leave the shop. Perfect for cleaning fine dust from the working area air. I want a reminder when the filter needs to change, such as a flashing light, etc. [...] I installed the unit on the ceiling and it works great. I was surprised
at how nice the unit (even high) was. The air quality in my shop is noticeable My only quibble remote control with this Air Filter is a very useful feature, being using a Radio Frequency instead of infrared; therefore, it requires a line of sight to work. Despite this, I wholeheartedly recommend
the jet. It cleans the dust as it should. We are in the middle of the remodeling and assembly unit. I could be good about another mouth before I put it to work. The weather system seems to be something I need to carad and collect dust while working on my collection. At this point and time I
will say very well, but the test comes around the good holiday. Check it out until the first of 2011, I also give you a full hearing. This is installed overhead in my shop and reduces the level of dust. It has a timer and closes at a predetermined time. After a positive review of Fine Woodworking I
bought this unit for sale, [...] my favorite supplier, WOODCRAFT at. My basement shop has 20' x 20' and 9.5' ceilings. So far the air is a good quantity, carries a cooling breeze plus air filtration and is a great addition to my Oneida dust collector. Just consider the movement of clean and dirty
air if you are considering places for installation, hanging from my ceiling. I read the comments about a few air filters and that was at the top. I was not disappointed when the jet came to my house. [...] It works great, it don't make much noise, it carries a ton of air and is very easy to use. And
the price is good. I always want to postpone buying an air purifier by choosing another vehicle instead. The dust in my shop was a big problem and I knew my lungs had to be just as dusty. So I did some research, broke down, and bought the Jet unit. I've only lived a little in a month but
what a difference it made. yes, I still make dust, but my shop stays 95% cleaner. The Jet Model AFS-1000B is very well built. It looks very professional and its use. He's doing the advertised job. The remote control is a bonus. I finish in the shop, turn off the lights and carry the remote control
at home if you want to continue the fan, but not for 2 hours. After half an hour or so I use remotely from the home window and shop window to close the unit. It's a little noisy, but probably less than you'd expect. My floor fan is louder. I intend to assemble it from the ceiling. It's too heavy. I
put it on the table by swiping it in the box, I went up to 2 x 6. Dust particles are hostile to your health and projects. This air filtance system is a must in every shop. I like the remote control and timer feature. When I get to my shop, I open it and set it up for 4-8 hours and forget about it. Low
speed doesn't have much good work in my 24x20 shop, and I don't even hear any more employees. Although I had cheaper filters, they are easy to install and use. I'm mine vaccuum at least twice before I change them. It's a great product, I have He always works when I work in my shop.
The remote control and timer are some of my favorite features. Easy to use and very quickly set up cleaning shop of great works in my basement store! I love the remote!!! I got woodcraft a year ago and it works very well in my 16'x24' shop. I have cleverly hanging beams off the 8' center
line of the medium blowing length of the shop for good circular airflow. I have an old charcoal and wood quarry for the heat in winter. Sometimes when you burn coal it's a little smoky in the shop, and even that filters out a lot of it. I quit smoking two years ago, so I don't know if there's going
to be a filter. I don't like it. 1- Its slightly noisy low and quite high. 2- Replacement filters are very expensive. If I'd checked the cost of the filters, I wouldn't have bought them. If the filters were slightly more reasonably priced, like half or less, I would give 5 stars with a plus + and a smile ;-) I
bought the woodwork in the basement for my stuff. At the highest speed, the unit is quite loud and has a slight vibration. The weather, on the other hand, moves a lot of terrible, and that's probably to be expected. Fit and good finish, and filters like how to seal i. We have done some tests
with a particle counter and the unit is effective in driving down the number of particles. There's more dust control than using this unit, but it plays an integral role. [...] The replacement was easy and fast. Overall - very satisfied. It's a great product. I've had it before, but when my shop burned
down, I lost them both. He came in perfect condition. Well packed with no dings or dent. The engine was very well supported. When I first bought it five years ago, it was some adjustments I had to make to the engine. Much better. Good filtration. Relatively quiet. Works as expected. It's not
too noisy. I bought Jet Air Cleaner because my wife, who works for me in our shop, has a nothing cough. It worked when I was in the store with the dust, and no coughing. I wouldn't say enough about the unit, every shop should have one. I didn't hang my unit, I loaded it on a 2 x4 frame
between beams in my shop, if we were a earth charlatan we wouldn't move or fall. It takes really fine particles out of the air that you can see collecting above everything else. I'm just starting wood projects but I think the best approach is to have this tool before it's too late and my lungs have
absorbed all this fine dust that escapes vaccum. I have 2 JET 500 CFM vaccums. He's doing the job the way he's supposed to. I haven't had to clean the filters yet, so I can't say anything else that's easy to remove. It would be nice if some sound insulation had been tried to make the
configuration, but no deal breaker. The air filtring system works very well. Remote control is powerful and effective Anywhere on the ship. It's a great unit. I'm on the ceiling, but you need two people to do it!!! I have quite a small shop, 20 x 25 x 9 and really cleans the air. I like shelf filters the
most. I'm glad I got this unit. It works very well. We should have bought this system a few years ago when it was cheaper. I love the remote control and timer feature. Tnx workshop helps keep it dust-without. There's a unit hanging in my shop. It's strong and I can use it almost any time I
spend time in the shop. I didn't know if the air would be as clean as it was used. That's it, that's it.
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